
phrases apart from their context." Beneficial Corp. v. FTC, 542 F.2d 611, 617 (3d Cir. 1976), 
cert. denied, 430 U.S. 983 (1977). 

33 In Litton Industries, the Commission held that fine print disclosures that the surveys included 
only "Litton authorized" agencies were inadequate to remedy the deceptive characterization of 
the survey population in the headline. 97 F.T.C. 1, 71, n.6 (1981), affd as modfled,  676 F.2d 
364 (9th Cir. 1982). Compare the Commission's note in the same case that the fine print 
disclosure "Litton and one other brand" was reasonable to quote the claim that independent 
service technicians had been surveyed. "[F] me print was a reasonable medium for disclosing a 
qualification of only limited relevance." 97 F.T.C. 1, 70, n.5 (1981). 

In another case, the Commission held that the body of the ad corrected the possibly misleading 
headline because in order to enter the contest, the consumer had to read the text, and the text 
would eliminate any false impression stemming from the headline. D.L. Blair, 82 F.T.C. 234, 
255-256 (1973). 

In one case respondent's expert witness testified that the headline (and accompanying picture) of 
an ad would be the focal point of the first glance. He also told the administrative law judge that a 
consumer would spend [t]ypically a few seconds at most" on the ads at issue. Crown Central, 84 
F.T.C. 1493, 1543 nn. 14-15 (1974). 

341n Giant Food, the Commission agreed with the examiner that the fine-print disclaimer was 
inadequate to correct a deceptive impression. The Commission quoted from the examiner's 
finding that "very few if any of the persons who would read Giant's advertisements would take 
the trouble to, or did, read the fine print disclaimer." 61 F.T.C. 326, 348 (1962). 

Cf. Beneficial Corp. v. FTC, 542 P.2d 611, 618 (3d Cir. 1976), where the court reversed the 
Commission's opinion that no qualifying language could eliminate the deception stemming from 
use of the slogan "Instant Tax Refund." 

35"Respondents argue that the contracts which consumers signed indicated that credit life 
insurance was not required for financing, and that this disclosure obviated the possibility of 
deception. We disagree. It Is clear from consumer testimony that oral deception was employed in 
some instances to cause consumers to ignore the warning in their sales agreement.. ." Peacock 
Buick, 86 F.T.C. 1532, 1558-59 (1974). 

36Exposition Press, 295 F.2d 869, 873 (2d Cir. 1961); Gimbel Bros., 61 F.T.C. 1051, 1066 
(1962); Carter Products, 186 F.2d 821, 824 (1951). 

By the same token, money-back guarantees do not eliminate deception. In Sears, the 
Commission observed: 

A money-back guarantee is no defense to a charge of deceptive advertising.... A money-
back guarantee does not compensate the consumer for the often considerable time and 
expense incident to returning a major-ticket item and obtaining a replacement. 

Sears, Roebuck and Co., 95 F.T.C. 406, 518 (1980), affd, 676 F.2d 385 (9th Cir. 1982). 
However, the existence of a guarantee, if honored, has a bearing on whether the Commission 


